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MATH ALIVE

This innovative exhibition displays the fun and magic of math through the use of multi-media and hands-on
interactives. Journeying through the exhibition the visitor faces challenges where real-world problems are
solved using math through each of its six themed galleries. Real life stories are shared of professionals who
use math in in their work while also highlighting people with a passion that involves math.

The math concepts  presented are accessible challenges and explained in clear and simple steps using
visuals, tools, and prompts to maximize the visitors success. By the end of the exhibition visitors can
understand that math require insight and imagination as well as work and application.

THEMES: Math, Sports, Environment, Style & Design, Robotics/Space, Gaming, 
Entertainment.

EXHIBIT SIZE: 465 sq metre (5,000 sq ft)

CEILING HEIGHT: 3.6 metre (12 ft)

DURATION: Available Spring 2012

TARGET AUDIENCE: Families, Students Grades K-12 (Focus on grades 3-8, ages 7-14)

INSURANCE: Museum must provide a certificate of insurance for USD 5 million (general
liability) and USD 2 million (property damage insurance)

TRANSPORT/ SHIPPING: Museum pays incoming transport expenses. The exhibition travels in either 4
x 53 foot trailers or 5 x 40 foot high cube ocean containers.

INSTALL / DISMANTLE: We will provide a technician to assist in the set-up (2 weeks) and take- down
(1 week).  For our technician, we ask your venue to cover return flights from
Texas, plus local hotel accommodation. We also ask your venue to supply six
support staff to help with the set up and breakdown.

LANGUAGES: English and Spanish. Museum could translate and reprint graphics in any
other language of choice

CREATED BY: Exhibition created by Evergreen Exhibits USA in collaboration with the 
mathematics based institutions in North America

SPONSORED BY: Exhibit sponsors include National Council of Teachers of Mathematics, 
National Society of Professional Engineers, The Society of Women 
Engineers , and MATHCOUNTS NASA.
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MATH ALIVE: Big Ideas

•Math opens doors and takes you places
•Math is all around you
•Math is a universal language
•Math is a human endeavour, living and dynamic
•You already know a lot more math than you think, and you use it all the time
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